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Abstract 
Tutte (1979) proved that the disconnected spanning subgraphs of a graph can be reconstructed from 
its vertex deck. This result is used to prove that if we can reconstruct a set of connected graphs from 
the shuffled edge deck (SED) then the vertex reconstruction conjecture is true. It is proved that a set 
of connected graphs can be reconstructed from the SED when all the graphs in the set are claw-free 
or all are P4-free. Such a problem is also solved for a large subclass of the class of chordal graphs, 
This subclass contains maximal outerplanar graphs. Finally, two new conjectures, which imply the 
edge reconstruction conjecture, are presented. Conjecture 1 demands a construction of a stronger 
k-edge hypomorphism (to be defined later) from the edge hypomorphism. It is well known that the 
Nash-Williams’ theorem applies to a variety of structures. To prove Conjecture 2, we need to 
incorporate more graph theoretic information in the Nash-Williams’ theorem. 
1. Introduction and background 
Unless specified, all the graphs considered in this paper are undirected, without 
loops and multiple edges. An unlabelled graph will be denoted by the isomorphism 
class [G] of the labelled graph G. Isomorphism of two graphs will be written as 
[G] = [H] (G is isomorphic to H). The number of vertices and the number of edges 
will generally be denoted by n and m, respectively. Corresponding to a vertex ui (or 
edge ei) of G, we have a vertex (or an edge) deleted subgraph G-q (or G-ei). The 
collection S’={ [G-nil, i= 1 to n} is called the vertex deck and Se={ [G-q], 
i= 1 to m} is called the edge deck of G. 
Some of the most difficult unsolved problems in graph theory are the reconstruction 
conjectures. The most important among them, viz., the vertex reconstruction conjec- 
ture (VRC) and the edge reconstruction conjecture (ERC) are defined as follows. 
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VRC: Let 3f’: V(G)+ I/(H), one-one and onto such that [G-ui] = [H-f’(Ui)], 
Vi = 1 to II. Then [G] = [H] whenever n > 2. 
Equivalently, a graph G can be uniquely reconstructed (i.e. up to ispmorphism) 
from its vertex deck whenever n > 2. 
ERC: Let 3f’ :E(G)+E(H), one-one and onto such that (G-e,)= [H-f=(ei)], 
Vi = 1 to m. Then [G] = [H] whenever m > 3. 
Equivalently, a graph G can be uniquely reconstructed (i.e. up to isomorphism) 
from its edge deck whenever m > 3. 
The mappings f’ and f’ are, respectively, called the vertex and edge hypomor- 
phisms (v.h. and e.h.) between G and H. G and H are said to be vertex (or edge) 
hypomorphic to each other (denoted by 
[G]“i!’ [H] or [G] ‘z’[H]). 
We may also say that H is a vertex (or edge) reconstruction of G or G is a reconstruc- 
tion of S’(or s’). G is called vertex (or edge) reconstructible if 
[G] “2’ [H]+[G] = [H] (or [G] ‘2’ [H]=z-[G] = [HI). 
By /?(r, G) we will denote the number of subgraphs of G that are isomorphic to T. 
1.1. Shujled edge deck (SED) 
LetT,={G,,...,G,}beasetofgraphs.LetS=U~=,SP,whereSristheedgedeckof 
Gi. (Note: if the multiplicity of an unlabelled graph [T] in Sf is li then its multiplicity in 
S is CT= i pi, i.e. Ui= 1 represents a ‘multiset union’). We call S a shuffled edge deck (SED) 
of I”. We call r, a reconstruction of r, if I’,‘, and I” have the same SED. We denote it by 
[r,] “2 [r,]. 
We say that the two sets r, and r, are ‘isomorphic’ (denoted by [r’] = [r’]) if 
3$: f”-r,, one-one and onto such that [Gil = [$(Gi)] for i= 1 to r. We say the two 
sets r, and r, are ‘nonisomorphic’ if [Gi] # [Hj] V 1~ i, j < r. We define nonisomor- 
phic as above because if it happens that some graph Gi in r, is isomorphic to some 
graph Hj in r, then we remove Gi from r, and Hj from r, and consider the sets 
rj=r’-{Gi} and r;=rA-{Hj} f or our purpose. In this paper we study the problem 
of proving [r’] = [r’] when 
e.h. 
cr,i = ml. 
The main purpose of studying such a problem becomes clear with our result in 
Section 2 that if such a problem is solved in general with additional information that 
Gi and Hi are all connected then the VRC is true. The result is based on a well-known 
result of Tutte [7] that from the vertex deck we can reconstruct (up to isomorphism) 
all the disconnected spanning subgraphs. Because of our generalization of the 
Nash-Williams theorem for edge reconstruction of a set of graphs, such a problem 
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becomes more approachable than the vertex reconstruction problem. In this paper we 
have studied the problem when all the graphs are claw-free (Section 3) or all are 
chordal (Section 4) or all are P,-free (Section 5). In case of P,-free and claw-free graphs 
we have solved it fully while the problem for chordal graphs appears difficult. In the 
following we develop the background needed to understand the proofs. 
We assume that all the graphs in r, have same number m of edges and same number 
n of vertices. If such a condition is not satisfied by I” then we can uniquely partition 
S into many SED’s S,, S2, . . . , SI, such that Si will correspond to some set r: satisfying 
such a condition. Then the problem can be studied for each SED. Generally, we will 
assume that for r,, the problem is not solvable, i.e. we assume that 3 r, nonisomorphic 
to r’ and then we try to derive a contradiction. (If a set r, is not edge reconstructible, 
we can always construct nonisomorphic sets of graphs r; and r; having same SED.) 
We also assume that if r, and r, are nonisomorphic reconstructions of each other 
then no proper subset r; of r’ is a nonisomorphic reconstruction of any r; c r’. 
Otherwise we can consider the problem separately for the pairs ri,r; and 
r,-r;,I” -r;. We assume that all the graphs in r’ and r, (and any other n-vertex 
graphs) are fixed spanning subgraphs of a labelled complete graph K,. The automor- 
phism group of K, is aut K,. 
1.2. Generalised Kelly’s lemma 
The well-known Kelly’s lemma for edge hypomorphic graphs can easily be ex- 
tended to the following lemma for edge hypomorphic sets of graphs. 
Lemma 1.1. Let T be a graph with a edges, 9 cm. Then XI= 1 /I(T, GJ = xi= 1 /I( T, Hi). 
When there are no isolated vertices, this lemma allows us to construct the shuffled 
vertex deck (SVD) from the shuffled edge deck (SED). Thus, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.2. When no graphs in any reconstruction have isolated vertices, SVD is 
reconstructible from SED. 
Proofs of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 are on the same lines as the proofs for Kelley’s lemma 
and the construction of vertex deck from edge deck. We omit these proofs. 
Because of our result of Theorem 2.4, we will be interested in studying the problem 
only when the graphs in r, and in a possible nonisomorphic reconstruction r, are all 
connected. Thus we will not solve the problem of recognizing a set of connected 
graphs from the SED. 
The following generalization of the Nash-Williams’ theorem will be used very 
extensively. Its detailed proof may be found in [S]. 
Theorem 1.3. Let r, and r, be two nonisomorphic sets of m-edge graphs having the 
same SED 9. Then for GiETu and a spanning subgraph A of Gi, the following is true: If 
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m-IE(A)I is even then 3Gj~r’ and &autK, such thut Gir\f(Gj)=A and if m-IE(A)( 
is odd then 3Hj~Th and fEaut K, such thut f(Hj)nGi=A. 
Here f(J) denotes a graph isomorphic to J such that the vertex set of f(J) is the 
same as the vertex set of K, and an edge (f(x),f(y))~E(f(J)) if and only if(x,y)EE(J) 
and Ginf(J) is a graph whose vertex set is P’(Gi) and edge set is the intersection of 
E(Gi) and E(f(J)). 
The above theorem suggests the following convenient notion of replacing edge set. 
1.3. Replacing edges and edge sets 
In case of edge reconstruction problem, if ciEE(G) and if &E(K,)\E(G) such 
e. h. 
[G - ei +fi] = [G] then fi is called the replacing edge of ei. Similarly, if E E E(G) and 
e.h 
if F c E(K,)\E(G) such that [G-E + F] = [G] then F is called a replacing edge set of 
E. A similar notion can be defined also for the edge reconstruction from an SED. If 
Es E(Gi) for some GiET9 and if F c E(K”)\E(Gi) such that [Gi - E + F] = [Hj] for some 
HjeTd, where r, is some reconstruction of r, (need not be nonisomorphic to r,), then F is 
a replacing edge set of E. If a replacing edge set F is unique, we say that F is a forced 
replacing edge set of E. Thus in terms of this notion, we can write Theorem 1.3 as follows: 
Theorem 1.4. Zf r, and r, are two nonisomorphic reconstructions of an SED S then for 
every Gi and E c E(Gi) the following happens: 
Zf IEl is even then 3 a replacing edge set F of E such that [Gi-E+F]=[Gj] 
for some GjET, and if IE( is odd then 3 a replacing edge set F of E such that 
[Gi-E+F]=[Hj] for some H,EI”. 
We apply the theorem in two different ways. We assume that 3 r, and r,, 
nonisomorphic to each other and then we get a contradiction by replacing a conveni- 
ent edge set E G E(G,) so that we get a forbidden configuration. Another way is to find 
a convenient edge set of odd size for which there is a forced replacing edge set. We go 
on replacing such edge sets and recover the starting graph Gi by going through an odd 
number of replacements. Thus there is a graph in r, which is isomorphic to Gi, which 
gives a contradiction to the assumption that r, and r, are nonisomorpohic. 
The proofs in Sections 3-5 will consist of two parts. In the recognition part of the 
proof we will prove that if all the graphs in r’ are connected and belong to a class 
C and if graphs in a nonisomorphic reconstruction are all connected then they all 
belong to the class C. (Thus we do not recognize whether all the graphs in all the 
reconstructions are connected.) 
In Sections 6 and 7, two approaches for edge reconstruction conjecture are studied. 
The approach in Section 6 proves that if we establish a stronger k-edge hypomorphism 
(to be defined later) between 2-edge hypomorphic graphs then we can solve the edge 
reconstruction conjecture fully. In Section 7 we discuss the possibility of strengthening 
the Nash-Williams’ theorem. This. approach is based on the following lemma. 
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Lemma 1.5 (Bondy and Hemminger Cl]). A graph with at least four edges is edge 
reconstructible if and only tf its line graph is vertex reconstructible, and the following 
well-known result of Tutte [7]. 
Theorem 1.6. Zf T is a disconnected n-vertex graph then fi(T, G) can be counted from 
the vertex deck of G. 
2. The reduction of VRC to edge reconstruction of a set of connected graphs 
Let us assume that we know the vertex deck VD of G. Let u f= 1 v be a partition of 
V(G) (which is also = V(K,)) such that each K induces a connected subgraph G( 6) of 
G. Let G(V,, . . . . I$) denote a graph U;= 1 G( I$). This graph is referred to as a subgraph 
of G induced by the partition u ;= 1 K of T/(G). Let IF, be the set of all unordered 
r-tupples (VI, . . . , F) such that Ur= 1 c is a partition of V(G) with G( V, , . . . , V,) having 
exactly r components. 
We use Theorem 1.6 to prove the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. The multiset { [G( V,, . . ., V,)] s.t. (VI, . . . , V,)E F,) can be constructed from 
the vertex deck of G. 
Proof. Let T and T’ be two r component graphs on n vertices and let cc(T, G) denote 
the number of r-tupples (Vr, . . . . V,)EIF, such that [G(V,, . . . . I$)] =[T]. Clearly, 
4T,G)=P(T,G)- c B(T,T’MT’,G). 
T’S,?. 
W’l#[Tl 
For a given Tif there does not exist T’ having r components such that [T’] #CT] and 
B( T, T’) > 0, fi( T’, G) > 0 then a( T, G) = p( T, G). Thus for all such r-component graphs 
T, we get cr(T, G) directly from Theorem 1.6. Then we apply the above equation for 
r-component graphs with smaller and smaller number of edges. 0 
Lemma 2.2. The SED of spanning trees of G can be constructed from the vertex 
deck of G. 
Proof. Consider a disconnected two component graph G(V,, V,) induced by some 
(I’, , VZ)~[FZ. Any two-component spanning forest of this graph is an edge deleted 
subgraph of exactly m-IE(G( VI, V2))1 spanning trees of the graph G. Thus we put 
m - (E(G( VI, V,))l unlabelled copies of a spanning two-component forest of G( VI, V,) 
in the SED of the spanning trees of G. In this way we construct the SED of the 
spanning trees of G by considering all the two-component graphs G( Vi, Vi) and their 
two-component spanning forests. 0 
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Lemma 2.3. If all the q-edge spanning subgraphs of G are known (up to isomorphism 
and the multiplicities of all the isomorphism classes) then the SED of q + l-edge spanning 
subgraphs can be constructed. 
Proof. This is trivial because a q-edge spanning subgraph is an edge deleted subgraph 
of exactly m-q spanning subgraphs having q+ l-edges. Thus the multiplicity of the 
isomorphism class of a q-edge spanning subgraph T of G, in the SED of q+ l-edge 
spanning subgraphs, is (m - q)fl(T, G). We find this multiplicity for all the nonisomor- 
phic q-edge spanning subgraphs of G. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
These lemmas are sufficient to prove the main result of this section, 
Theorem 2.4. The solution of the problem of edge reconstruction of a set of connected 
graphs implies VRC. 
Proof. We do this inductively as follows. If we know the SED of connected q + l-edge 
spanning subgraphs, we construct all the connected q + l-edge spanning sugbgraphs. 
Disconnected q+ l-edge spanning subgraphs are known from Theorem 1.6. Then 
using Lemma 2.3, we construct the SED of all q + 2-edge spanning subgraphs. Again, 
as we know all the disconnected q + 2-edge spanning subgraphs, we remove the SED 
of disconnected q + 2-edge spanning subgraphs from the SED of q + 2-edge spanning 
subgraphs. The remaining set of graphs is the SED of connected q + 2-edge spanning 
subgraphs. The base step of this induction is the reconstruction of all the spanning 
trees from their SED (which is constructed in Lemma 2.2). The last step is the 
reconstruction of G from its edge deck. This completes the proof. Cl 
3. Claw-free graphs 
A graph is said to be claw-free when no induced subgraph of the graph is 
isomorphic to Kr,s. In [2], claw-free graphs were edge reconstructed. Here we 
reconstruct a set of connected claw-free graphs from the SED by making repeated use 
of the general form of the Nash-Williams’ theorem (Theorem 1.4). 
3.1. Recognition 
Construct the SVD from the SED (Lemma 1.2). When all the graphs have five or 
more vertices the recognition is trivial from the SVD. When n is four and m is more 
than three then a claw cannot occur. If n is four and m is three then if KzuKz is in the 
SED then the graph from which it comes must be a path. All such graphs must, 
therefore, appear in every reconstruction. Thus, we assume that no such graph 
belongs to r,. Now the assumption that all the graphs are connected forces that all the 
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graphs are isomorphic to K,, a. (If such an assumption is not made then we can have 
the counter example analogous to the counter example pair (K3uK1, K1, 3) to edge 
reconstruction.) Thus the only interesting cases occur when na5. 
3.2. Reconstruction 
As explained earlier, assume that r, and r’ are two nonisomorphic reconstructions 
consisting of connected graphs. 
Claim 1. Conjigurations A, B, C and D (Fig. 1) are forbidden. (When we say that some 
conjguration is forbidden, we mean that conjiguration cannot occur as an induced 
subgraph in any graph in any of the reconstructions r, and r,.) 
Proof. (A) If we replace the edge set E = {(a, b), (a, c), (b, c)} by any other disjoint edge 
set F, we get a claw. Thus E does not have a replacing edge set. 
(B) If we replace E= ((a, b),(b,c)) by any set F, we either get a claw or con- 
figuration A. 
(C) Replacement of (b,c) by any other edge gives a claw. 
(D) Replacing a set of E = ((a, b), (b, c)} is either Fl = {(a, c), (d, c)> or Fz = {(a, c), (6, d) >. 
In case of F, , we get configuration A after replacement and in case of F2, we get a claw 
on the vertices e, a, c and d. 0 
Claim 2. Conjiguration E (Fig. 2) is forbidden. 
Proof. 
Case 1: n = 5. If E is an induced subgraph of say Gi, then G1 itself is the graph. 
Now after replacing (b, c) by either (d, c) or (b, d) we get either a graph isomorphic to 
G1 in I” or configuration A. 
Case 2: n > 5. As the graphs are all connected, there exists a vertex f adjacent to 
the above configuration. Now, as configuration A is eliminated, the sequence of 
A B C D 
Fig. 1 
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replacements shown in the Fig. 3 is a sequence of forced replacements. (i.e. (i) is 
isomorphic to an induced subgraph of some graph in r,, (ii) is isomorphic to an 
induced subgraph of some graph in r,, etc.) 
From the above sequence it is clear that we can assume, without the loss of 
generality, that f is adjacent to a and to avoid a claw, is also adjacent to b or (b and d). 
Thus we get either configuration B or D. These configurations are already 
eliminated. 0 
Claim 3. The maximum degree in any of the graphs is at most three. 
Proof. If the maximum degree in some graphs is at least four then a vertex of 
degree four should give either A, B, C or E as an induced subgraph to avoid 
a claw. q 
Claim 4. Conjguration F (Fig. 4) is forbidden. 
Proof. By induction over k. Let the claim be true for k = r. Suppose that some graph 
contains the above configuration with k=r+ 1, as an induced subgraph. When the 
replacing edge of (c, d) must be either (d, a,) or (c, a,), which gives a configuration 
corresponding to k = r (thus giving a contradiction). When k = 1, the replacement of 
(c,d) gives a vertex of degree 4. 17 






Fig. 6. Fig. I. 
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Fig. 8 
Claim 5. Conjiguration I (Fig. 5) is forbidden. 
Proof. Let G1 have I as an induced subgraph. If both b and d are adjacent to a vertex 
e then the graph G, itself should be the one in Fig. 6 and any replacement of (a, c) gives 
an isomorphic graph. 0 
The graph in Fig. 7 is also forbidden because the edge (a,~) of this configuration 
cannot have a replacing edge. Thus the graph containing the configuration I should be 
isomorphic to the graph in Fig. 8. 
Now replacement of (d,d,) gives an isomorphic graph. With this claim, we can 
conclude that graphs containing a triangle should be either of the following three 
types (which are named as J(p, q, r), K(p, q) and L(p)) (see Fig. 9). 
Claim 6. No graph should contain a triangle. 
Proof. If r, contains a graph L(p) then replacement of (c,ur) gives an isomorphic 
graph in r,. Thus there are no graphs of type L(p). If a graph is isomorphic to K(p, q) 
then replacement of (c, u1 ) gives either L(p + q) or a graph isomorphic to K(p, q). Thus 
K(p, q) i’s also eliminated. Now if some graph is isomorphic to J(p, q, r) then replace- 
ment of (c, wi ) gives either an isomorphic graph or a graph isomorphic to K(p + r, q) 
or K(p, q + r). 0 
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Fig. 9. 
Thus all the graphs are either paths or cycles and counting the number of edges 
immediately completes the reconstruction. Thus we have established the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. A set of connected claw-free graphs can be reconstructed from SED. 
4. Chordal graphs 
A graph is called chordal if no induced subgraph is isomorphic to a cycle of length 
4 or more. In this section we consider the problem of reconstructing r, up to 
isomorphism from its SED S, when all the graphs Gi are connected chordal graphs. 
4.1. Recognizing chordal graphs from S 
We assume that r, is another set of graphs with the same SED S. We assume that 
graphs in r, are all chordal. Then we will prove that the graphs in r, must also be all 
chordal. If any of the graphs in the set r, contains a chordless cycle of length less than 
n then that can be identified from the SVD. Thus in that case all the reconstructions 
will contain at least one graph containing a chordless cycle. So we assume that none of 
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the graphs Hi contains such a chordless cycle. Now if any of the graphs Hi contains 
a chordless cycle on II vertices, the graph itself is a cycle. All the edge deleted 
subgraphs of this graph are paths of length n- 1. In this case all the graphs have 
IZ edges and all the graphs are connected. So all the graphs must be unicyclic. Also the 
cycle in each graph is a triangle or the graph itself is an n-cycle. Therefore, using 
Lemma 1.1 for counting the total number of triangles, we get the information that 
total number of triangles must be equal to number of unicyclic graphs containing 
triangles. All the remaining graphs are n-cycles. This is true for any reconstruction. 
But all the graphs in r, are chordal. Thus all the graphs in all the constructions are 
chordal. 
4.2. Reconstruction 
Claim 1. None of the graphs contains a &. 
Proof. Suppose that Gi contains K 4, say on the vertices a, b, c and d. The edge set 
{(a, b), (c, d)} does not have a replacing edge set b.ecause otherwise after replacement 
we get a chordless 4-cycle in some graph in I”. Cl 
Claim 2. None of the graphs contains the following graph (Fig. 10) as an induced 
subgraph. 
Proof. If any of the graphs contains the above graph as an induced subgraph then the 
edge which belongs to three or more triangles does not have a replacing edge. 0 
Claim 3. Zf any of the graphs in I” contains a graph isomorphic to that in Fig. 11 as an 
induced subgraph then r, cannot have a nonisomorphic reconstruction. 
Proof. Let r’, be a reconstruction such the [Gil # [Hi] Vl < i, i Q r. Let Gi contain the 
graph in Fig. 11 as an induced subgraph. 
Consider the edge (a, c). It can have at most one replacing edge (b, d), i.e. there exists 
HleT’ such that [Hl] = [Gi-(a, c)+(b, d)]. Similarly, there exists GjET9 such that 
Fig. 10. Fig. 11. Fig. 12 
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[Gj] = [Gi -(a, c) + (b, d) -(a, d) + (b, e)], . . . . Thus alternately we get graphs isomor- 
phic to graphs in r, and &. Continuing this, we can prove that all the graphs in the 
above sequence have isomorphic graphs in both r, and r,. This is because we get the 
same graph Gi by replacing edges odd number of times. Thus in both the reconstruc- 
tions, there are graphs isomorphic to Gi, which is a contradiction. 0 
The above claim says that if a graph Gi in r, contains an isomorph of the graph in 
Fig. 11 as an induced subgraph then every reconstruction r, will contain atleast one 
graph isomorphic Gi. 
Claim 4. If all the graphs in I” contain a graph isomorphic to the one in Fig. 12 as an 
induced subgraph and if I” has a nonisomorphic reconstruction then no proper subset of 
r, can have a nonisomorphic reconstruction. 
4.3. Recognition 
First of all from the shuffled edge deck S, we should recognize that all Gi contain the 
above graph as an induced subgraph. This is done as follows. 
Consider only those graphs in S which contain a 4-cycle as an induced subgraph. 
Let these graphs be denoted by Fi, i = 1 to 1. Let fik = 1 +number of subgraphs of 
F, which are isomorphic to the graph in Fig. 12. 
Let 6(j) = 1 (Fi : /Ii = j) ( and J = maxF, Bi. Then 6( j)/j denotes the number of graphs in 
any reconstruction, each of which contains j copies of the graph in Fig. 12 as induced 
subgraphs. If I;= 1 6( j)/j is equal to r then we can conclude that the conditions of the 
claim are sastisfied. 
Proof of Claim 4. Suppose that r’ is a reconstruction such that [Hi] # [Gj] V 1 d i, 
j < r. Suppose that r’l = { Gi : i = 1 to I} c r, is also a set of graphs having a nonisomor- 
phic reconstruction r,, =(H;: i= 1 to 2). Let the graph in Fig. 13 be an induced 
subgraph of some arbitrary Gj, where j d 1. Now both the sets r’ and r,, should 
contain a graph isomorphic to Gj-(a, b)+(c, d). Similarly by considering Hi and its 
subgraph shown in Fig. 14 we can prove that there is a graph in r’, isomorphic to 
Hi - (a’, b’) + (c’, d’). Considering this graph, we get a graph in r, which is isomorphic 
to Hi. But the number of graphs in Txl, which are isomorphic to Hi, may be different 
from the number of graphs in r,, which are isomorphic to Hi. Now consider a counter 
example r;=rdlu(Gt+,,..., G,). This counter example also has reconstruction r,. 
From this counter example construct a counter example by omitting isomorphic 
graphs from two sets r’ and r;. Let this counter example be (H;,H;,..., 
H:,G,+l, . . . . G,) and the corresponding nonisomorphic reconstruction be 
(HI, H,, . . . , Hi+,_t). This counter example contains graphs GI+l, . . . . G, because no 
graph in r, is isomorphic to any of GI+ 1, . . . . G,. Now consider Hi, j<i and its 
subgraph shown in Fig. 15. Then by replacing the edge (x, y) to (z, w) we get a graph 
which is isomorphic to a graph in r, as well as isomorphic to a graph in 
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b 
Fig. 13. Fig. 14. Fig. IS. 
{Hl,H2, .. . . Hi+,_i}. But we have assumed that no graph in r, is isomorphic to any 
graph in r,. Thus the set r:, cannot have the nonisomorphic reconstruction 
{H 1, . . . , Hi+l-,} unless i = 0. But that will mean that there is a subset of r, which has 
the same shuffled edge deck as that of a subset of r,. This contradicts our assumption 
(see Section 1). 0 
Using a technique exactly similar to that used in the above claim, we can also prove 
the following claim. 
Claim 5. If all the graphs in r, contain the graph in Fig. 12 as an induced subgraph and 
if I” and ra are two other reconstructions of r, such that [Hi] # [Gj] t/l <i, j<r and 
[Hi] # CC,] V 1 <i, j < r then the two reconstructions r, and ri are isomorphic. 
Claim 6. If the graphs in r, are all maximal outerplanar then r, is reconstructible from 
the SED. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of the Claims 1,2 and 3. q 
5. P,-free graphs 
A graph is called P,-free if no induced subgraph is isomorphic to a 4-vertex path. In 
[4], P,-free graphs were proved to be edge reconstructible. In this section we solve the 
problem of edge reconstruction of a set of graphs when all the graphs in the set are 
connected and P,-free. 
5.1. Recognizing P4-free graphs from S 
Let us first assume that number of vertices is greater than 4. Now recognizing 
P,-free graphs from S becomes trivial because we can look at the shuffled vertex deck 
and identify if there exists a P4 as an induced subgraph. When the number of vertices 
itself is 4, then following cases arise. If the number of edges is greater than 3 then no 
graph in r, or any other reconstruction can be isomorphic to a P,. In this case the set 
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r, can be uniquely reconstructed as follows. If the number of edges is 6 then all the 
graphs in the set must be isomorphic to &. If the number of edges is 5 then all the 
graphs are isomorphic to K4 -e. If the number of edges is 4 then a graph in r, must be 
isomorphic to either 4-cycle or the graph in Fig. 16. 
In this case we count the total number of triangles in all the graphs using Kelly’s 
lemma for SED (Lemma 1.1). This number equals the number of graphs isomorphic to 
the graph in Fig. 16 and the remaining graphs are 4-cycles. If the number of edges is 
three then the number of subgraphs in S which are isomorphic to KzuKz equals the 
number of graphs in I” that are isomorphic to P,. After removing these graphs from 
r,, we get a counter example similar to the counter example for ERC, i.e. some of the 
graphs are isomorphic to K3uK1 and some are isomorphic to K1, 3. 
5.2. Reconstruction 
Let r’=(G1,G2, . . . . G,) be a counter example having a nonisomorphic reconstruc- 
tion rJ=(H1,HZ, . . . . H,). 
Claim 1. None of the graphs in I” contains K4. 
Proof. Let some graph Gi have a K, on the vertices a, b, c and d. By Theorem 1.4, the 
edge set {(a, c), (a, d), (b, d) > must have replacing edge set and we can get a graph 
isomorphic to a graph in r, by replacing this edge set. This graph contains an induced 
P4 which is a contradiction. q 
Claim 2. None of the graphs in r, contains the graph in Fig. 17 as an induced subgraph. 
Proof. If we replace {(e, b),(e, c)> we get a K4. q 
Claim 3. None of the graphs in r, contains a graph isomorphic to the graph in Fig. 18(i) 
as an induced subgraph. 
Proof. We prove this by using a technique similar to that in Claim 3, Section 4, i.e. we 
start with the assumption that some Gi contains the graph in Fig. 18(i) as an induced 
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(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 
Fig. 18. 
d c (1) (ii) (iii) 
Fig. 19. Fig. 20. 
subgraph. Then we prove that we can recover the configuration by replacing the edges 
odd number of times such that alternately we get graphs isomorphic to graphs in the 
two reconstructions r, and r,. That will prove that there is a graph isomorphic to 
Gi in both the sets r, and r’, which is a contradiction. 
The only possible replacing edge of (e, b) is (d, b). Therefore, there exists HiErA such 
that [Hj] = [Gi-(e, b) +(d, b)]. Now only (e, b) can be a replacing edge of (a, d) in 
Gi-(e, b)+(d,b). So in I”, there exists [G,] =[G,-(a,d)+(b,d)]. Now the edge (b,d) 
can be replaced only by (a, d). Thus in r’, there exists HI such that [Hl] = [Gil. The 
Fig. 18(i)-(iv) show the above sequence of replacements. 0 
Claim 4. If r, has a nonisomorphic reconstruction then none of the graphs in r, can 
contain a graph isomorphic to the one in Fig. 19 as an induced subgraph. 
Proof. Let the graph Gi contain the graph in Fig. 19 as an induced subgraph. As we 
have eliminated the configuration in Fig. 18(i), we can apply Theorem 1.4 and replace 
the edge set {(a, b), (a, d)}. That will prove the existence of one of the following graphs 
as an induced subgraph, in one of the graphs in r, (see Fig. 20(i)-(iii)). 
In (i), the replacing edge of (e, c) is (a, c), therefore, we get the graph isomorphic to 
that in Fig. 18(i) as induced subgraph which is eliminated in claim 3. 
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(il (ii ) ( iii) (iv) 
Fig. 22. 
In case of (ii) if the edge (a, c) has a replacing edge then after replacement, we either 
get P, or K, or the configuration of case (i) above. 
In case (iii) also if the edge (a,~) has a replacing edge then we either get a K, or 
a P, after replacement. This completes the proof of the claim. 0 
Thus all graphs in a counter example r, are free from K4 and the graphs in Fig. 21. 
All the graphs in r,, therefore, have to be chordal. 
Theorem 5.1. When all Gi are P, free, the set I” cannot have a nonisomorphic 
reconstruction and hence the set r, is uniquely determined from S. 
Proof. We have eliminated chordless 4-cycles in the Claims 2-4. Now we eliminate 
4-cycles fully. Suppose that there is a 4-cycle in some Gi. Then K,-e is an in- 
duced subgraph of Gi. As we are considering connected graphs with more than 
four vertices, if the graph in Fig. 22(i) or (ii) is an induced subgraph of Gi, then 
the edge (a,b) does not have a replacing edge. This elimjinates the 4-cycles. If 
any of the graphs contains a triangle then the graph may contain two or 
more triangles sharing a vertex (as in Fig. 22(iii)) or it must be that in Fig. 22(iv). 
In case (iii) occurs, replacing (a,d) gives a 4-cycle. In the case of (iv), the total 
number of triangles in the graphs Gi is equal to the number of graphs isomor- 
phic to the graph in Fig. (iv). The rest of the graphs are stars. This completes the 
proof. 0 
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6. Strong hypomorphism conjecture 
Consider the following problems of reconstruction. 
Problem 1. Let G and H be two graphs and let there exist f:E(G)+E(H), one-one 
and onto, such that 
[G-ei] = [H-f(ei)] VeieE(G). 
Prove that [G]=[H]. 
Problem 2. Let G and H be two graphs and let there exist f_ : Ek(G)-+Ek(H), one-one 
and onto, such that, 
[G-E;(G)]=[H-f,(E:(G))] VE;(G)eEk(G), 
where 
Ek(G)= E!(G): i=l to i 
0 
, E:(G)sE(G) and (E:(G)J=k 
Prove that [G] = [HI. 
Problem 3. Let G and H be two graphs and let there exist J:E(G)+E(H), one-one 
and onto, such that 
[G-E:(G)] = [H-f,(E:(G)) VE;(G)gEk(G), 
where 
_UEf(Gll= (_Uej), ejEE:CG)) 
Prove that [G]=[H]. 
We wish to compare these problems on the basis of the difficulties involved in 
solving them. It is obvious that Problem 2 is at least as hard as Problem 1. We can 
also expect that Problem 3 should be simpler than Problem 2. How do Problems 1 
and 2 compare? We observe that for k= 1, Problem 3 is same as Problem 1. The 
following lemma tells us something more. 
Lemma 6.1. Assuming that m-k > 3, Problem 3 can be solved if Problem 1 can be 
solved for all graphs. 
Proof. The mapping f, defined in Problem 3 implies that [Eymk(G)] = [f,(Ey-k(G))] 
VEypk(G)~Emwk(G). Let 
As 
E~-kf’(G)={e,,e2, . . . . e,_k+,). 
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VejEEy-k+l (G), if Problem 1 is solvable for all graphs then [Ey-k+1(G)]= 
[fJE~-k”(G)]. By repeating this for Ey-k’Z(G), Ey-k’3(G), . . ..Ey(G)=E(G). we 
get [G]=[H]. 0 
Comment on notation. When we write [E,(G)] = [f(Ei(G)], we are actually denoting 
an isomorphism between a spanning subgraph of G, having edge set Et(G) and the 
corresponding spanning subgraph of H given by fO. As explained earlier, all the graphs 
are assumed to be spanning subgraphs of a fixed labelled K,, so we loosely write the 
isomorphism of two graphs as the isomorphism of the edge sets. 
From the above lemma it appears that Problem 3 may be much simpler than 
Problem 2. We, therefore, call f, a strong k-edge hypomorphism and fw a weak k-edge 
hypomorphism. Reconstructing a graph from its k-edge deck (i.e. the collection of 
all the unlabelled k-edge deleted subgraphs) is equivalent to problem 2. To analyse 
the relations between the three hypomorphisms, we look at Kelly’s lemma 
more closely. When we know the edge deck of a graph, we can construct, using 
Kelly’s lemma, all the edge proper subgraphs, i.e. when we know the edge deck, 
we know the k-edge deck also (for any k> 1). If we concentrate on a specific 
edge deleted subgraph, we also know all the proper subgraphs of the graph, con- 
taining the deleted edge. When we know only the k-edge deck, Kelly’s lemma 
for k-edge reconstruction gives us not only all the subgraphs with not more 
than m-k edges but also allows us to get the number of subgraphs, isomorphic 
to a given graph, having some edges from the deleted set of edges. Now when we 
know the edge deck, can we get some more information about a specified k-edge 
deleted subgraph than the information given by Kelly’s lemma for k-edege recon- 
struction? To make the question more precise, we give Kelly’s lemma for k-edge 
reconstruction. 
Lemma 6.2. Let there exists fW:Ek(G)+Ek(H), one-one and onto, such that 
[G-E:(G)]=[H-f,(E:(G))] VE:(G)eEk(G). Let Tbeagraphwithqedges,q<m-k 
and let ai be the number of subgraphs of G, which are isomorphic to T and which contain 
some edges of E!(G). Let pi be similarly defined for H and for the corresponding deleted 
edge set fi(ET(G)). Let CI and /? be the total number of subgraphs of G and H, 
respectively, which are isomorphic to T. Then c( = B and Et = Bi. 
Proof. The number CL-cti is known for each graph in the k-edge deck, therefore, the 
quantity $1 (~--a~) is known. As, in this summation, each subgraph of G, isomor- 
phic to T, repeats exactly (‘“;‘) times, we have 
(3 
izl (a-ai)= m ( 1 miq a$ @-pi)= k m-q ( > p i=l 
therefore, a = /I and tli = pi. 0 
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Now we do not know, how many of the ai subgraphs will contain all the edges of 
E:(G) or a specified number of edges of E!(G). Now if we also know the edge deck, can 
we get such an information about any specified k-edge deleted subgraph? It is possible 
to construct such information, if, from the edge hypomorphism, we can construct 
a strong k-edge hypomorphism between G and H for some k. In fact, in the next 
section we will show that if, from the edge hypomorphism, we can construct a strong 
k-edge hypomorphism between G and H for some k> 1, then we will be able to solve 
edge reconstruction conjecture fully. 
6.1. A new conjecture 
Conjecture 1. Let G and H be two graphs with at least four edges. The existence of an 
edge hypomorphism f between G and H, implies the existence of a strong k-edge 
hypomorphism fd for some k such that 1 < k < m - 3. 
Theorem 6.3. If Conjecture 1 is true for all graphs then the edge reconstruction 
conjecture is true for all graphs. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the number of edges. When m=4, it is known 
that the graph is edge reconstructible. Let the theorem be true for all graphs having 
less than p edges. Now let G and H be p-edge graphs. If Conjecture 1 is true for all 
graphs, then we have a strong k-edge hypomorphism between G and H for some 
k such that 1 < k <m - 3. Because of the edge reconstructibility of all graphs with less 
than p edges, the same strong k-edge hypomorphism is also a strong 2-edge hypomor- 
phism such that [G-ei] = [H-h(ei)] and [G-(ei,cj)] = [H-(A(ei),fd(ej))] for all 
ei.ejEE(G) (see the proof of Lemma 6.1.) 
Now let T be a 2-edge graph isomorphic to K,, 2. Let Cli be the number of subgraphs 
of G, isomorphic to T and containing the edge ci and let Mij be the number of 
subgraphs of G, isomorphic to T and containing at least one of the edges ei and cl. Let 
6, be the number of subgraphs of G, isomorphic to T and containing both the edges 
ei and cj. Let pi, /Iii, 1ij be analogously defined for H. Kelly’s lemmas (Lemma 1.1 and 
Lemma 6.2) give Gli =/Ii and cCij=pij. Using inclusionexclusion, we can write 
therefore, 6, = Aij. But 6, is either 1 or 0, depending on whether ei and ej are adjacent 
or not, respectively. Thus ei and cj are adjacent if and only if f,(ei) and f,(ej) are 
adjacent. Therefore, G and H have isomorphic line graphs. As we have assumed that 
p > 3, G must be isomorphic to H, i.e. graphs with p edges are reconstructible. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. Cl 
Remarks. (1) In the proof of the above theorem, where exactly do we need the 
assumption that m > 3? When m = 3 or 2 and when T is the 2-edge graph K 1, 2, we 
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cannot apply Kelly’s lemma for 2-edge deleted subgraphs as Kelly’s lemma for k-edge 
reconstruction cannot be applied if k > m -4. Also the three edge counter example pair 
Wl,,? K,uK1) is also a pair of nonisomorphic graphs having isomorphic line graphs. 
Therefore, even if from Kelly’s lemma for edge reconstruction, we know that every two 
edge subgraph, containing any specified edge is isomorphic to K1,z, the counter 
example pair does not fit into the proof of the theorem. Thus this approach also 
explains the counter examples on two and three edges. 
(2) A similar proof works in the case of vertex reconstruction conjecture. In that 
case if a vertex hypomorphism implies the existence of a strong k-vertex hypomor- 
phism for some k, then we can use an extension of Kelly’s lemma for vertex reconstruc- 
tion and the graph T isomorphic to K, in the proof. We will get, vi and Uj are adjacent 
if and only if f,(Ui) and f,(Vj) are adjacent. Again the two vertex counter example 
escapes from the proof because of inapplicability of Kelly’s lemma. 
(3) In the case of digraph vertex reconstruction the information that vi and Uj are 
adjacent if and only iff,(oi) and f~(Oj) are adjacent is not sufficient for the isomorphism 
of G and H, because we do not get the direction of an edge from such an information. 
Thus the infinite families of counter examples are not unexpected. If we have a strong 
k-vertex hypomorphism for some k such that 2 <k <n - 2, then Ramachandran’s 
conjecture may become solvable because in his new conjecture [S], the in-degree, 
out-degree pair of a deleted vertex is also specified. This may allow us to decide the 
direction of an edge between any pair of vertices. It was proved by Ramachandran 
that the counterexamples given by Stockmeyer [6] are not counter examples to his 
conjecture. 
(4) If Conjecture 1 is solved then digraph edge reconstruction becomes solvable. 
This needs some explanation. In this case, if we know that ei and ej are adjacent then 
there are four possibilities shown in Fig. 23. 
So even if we have a strong 2-edge hypomorphism, if the 2-edge graph containing 
both ei and ej (and h(ei),fd(ej)) is of the type shown in Fig. 23(iii) or (iv) then we 
cannot easily establish an isomorphism. To overcome this difficulty, we can start with 
edges ci, cj which are contained in a graph of Fig. 23(i) or (ii), then consider the edges 
adjacent to ei or cj, etc. Assuming the graph to be connected, we can decide the 
possibilities (iii) and (iv) uniquely. If none of the graphs in Fig. 23(i) and (ii) is 




1 2 3 . . . ” 
(ii) 
Fig. 24. 
a subgraph of G or H then both the graphs must be isomorphic to one in Fig. 24 and 
must be isomorphic to each other. 
7. On a possibility of strengthening the Nash-Williams theorem 
In Section 6 we proved that in order to solve the edge reconstruction problem 
completely, we need to construct a strong k-edge hypomorphism from the given edge 
hypomorphism. If such a mapping can be constructed then from that mapping we can 
construct a strong 2-edge hypomorphism which can be used to prove that if the edge 
ei and ej are adjacent then the corresponding edges in H are also adjacent (i.e. for 
T isomorphic to K i, z we could prove that 6ij = 2,). In this section we give a stronger 
form of Kelly’s lemma which is a first step towards the construction of the required 
strong edge hypomorphism. Kelly’s lemma in case of edge reconstruction allows us to 
construct all edge proper subgraphs and Kelly’s lemma for vertex reconstruction gives 
us all vertex proper subgraphs. But in the case of vertex reconstruction problem we 
can have a hierarchy of reconstructions between vertex proper subgraphs and the full 
graph, i.e. we can have some spanning subgraphs, e.g. disconnected spanning sub- 
graphs, hamiltonian paths, etc. Our approach here tries to make use of these results 
via line graphs. We first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 7.1 (Strong Kelly’s lemma). Zf there exists f: E(G)+E(H), one-one and onto, 
such that 
[G-ei]=[H-f(ei)] VeiEE(G) then Vl<k<m-1, 
there exists f L: Ek(G)-+Ek(H), one-one and onto such that 
LUG--E!(G))1 = CUH-.f:(Ef(G)))I 
and 
CUE:(G))1 = CUftAE:(G)))I VEf(WEk(G). 
where L(F) stands for the line graph of a graph F. 
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Remark. Except for k = 3 and k= m- 3, the lemma actually means that we 
not only have corresponding k-edge deleted subgraphs isomorphic, but also have 
the corresponding graphs on deleted k-edges isomorphic. This later part is 
the additional stronger part. Proof of the lemma is based on Lemma 1.5 and 
Theorem 1.6. 
Proof of Lemma 7.1. As we have proved earlier (Lemma 2.1), the disconnected 
spanning subgraphs induced by partitions of the vertex set are same (upto isomor- 
phism and the multiplicities) for any 2-vertex hypomorphic graphs. Now if G and 
H are edge hypomorphic then L(G) and L(H) are vertex hypomorphic. Consider 
2-partitions of the vertex sets of L(G) and L(H) such that one partition has k vertices 
and the other has m-k vertices. Subgraphs induced by these partitions are the line 
graphs of k-edge and m-k-edge spanning subgraphs of G and H, respectively. This 
implies the result. 0 
Thus for any k-edge subset E:(G) of G, we can find some set F:(H) of k-edges such 
that [G-E:(G) + F!(H)] = [H] and [L(Ef(G))] = [L(Ff(H))]. Now we introduce two 
types of replacing edge sets. The replacing set considered earlier (in the context of the 
Nash-Williams’ theorem) will be called a strong replacing set (i.e. when EinFi = 0 and 
G - Ei + Fi is hypomorphic to G). A replacing set Fi of Ei will be called weak if EinFi is 
nonempty. When we do not know whether a replacing set is strong or weak, we call it 
just a replacing set. Now following question naturally arises. Lemma 7.1 assures that 
there is some replacing set having isomorphic line graph. The Nash-Williams’ 
theorem assures that there is a strong replacing set (if G and H is a counter example 
pair for ERC). Can we get a stronger Nash-Williams’ theorem which assures the 
existence of a strong replacing set with an isomorphic line graph? 
Let G and H be spanning subgraphs of a fixed K,. Let (H, G, A) denote IfEaut K,: 
f(H)nG=A and [L(G-E(A))]=[L(f(H)-E(A))]1 
Now we use an approach similar to the one we used to prove the Nash-Williams’ 
theorem in Chapter 4 of [S]. Here we define the matrix Hk, in a different way. Let the 
rows of Hk, be indexed by those subsets of E(K,), which are of cardinality m and which 
are isomorphic to G or H. (Here also we talk loosely about the isomorphism of an 
edge set and a graph because the vertex set is assumed to be V(K,) for all the graphs.) 
The columns are indexed by all the m-k size edge sets which are subsets of the edge 
set of a fixed graph (say A,) isomorphic to G. The entry hij of the matrix is 1 if the set 
Bj corresponding to the jth column is a subset of the set Ai corresponding to the ith 
row and [,%(A,- AinA1)] = [L(A, - AinA1)]. Otherwise hij=O. (In [3], Godsil et al. 
have used a simpler matrix in which hij= 1 if Bjc Ai and 0 otherwise.) NOW 
consider the vector x =(xi), where Xi = (aut G( if [Ai] = [G] and Xi = - laut HI 
if [Ai] = [H]. 
Conjecture 2. If the graphs G and H are edge hypomorphic but not isomorphic, then 
xHk,=OVl<k<m-1. 
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The reason for putting the lower and upper bounds on k as 1 and m- 1, respec- 
tively, is that we have to take nonempty partitions of the vertex set of L(G) while 
applying Tutte’s result on disconnected spanning subgraphs. Correspondingly, we 
have strong Kelly’s lemma only for 1 <k =$ m - 1. From this conjecture we first prove 
a stronger form of the Nash-Williams’ theorem which in turn implies the truth 
of ERC. 
Theorem 7.2. If xHk, = 0 then 
(G,A,,B)-(H,Al,B)=(-l)“-I”‘B’tlautGI 
for any edge proper subgraph B of AI for which E(B) is nonempty. 
Proof. We prove our theorem by induction on m-_IE(B)I. When m-IE(B)I= 1 the 
theorem is trivially true. (In this case we are replacing just an edge and the line graph 
of a one-edge graph is K,). Let the theorem be true for all m-1 E(B)1 6s. We want to 
prove it for m-JE(B)I=s+l. Now 
xH h+‘=O=C Xi+1 Xj+Xl 
I j 
where the first summation is taken over all i for which AinAl= B and 
[L(Ai-E(B))] =[L(A, -E(B))] and the second summation is taken over all j for 
which AjnA,=CIB and [L(Aj-E(C))]=[L(A,-E(C))], Aj#Al. The second 
term in the above equation can be simplified as follows. We write each term in the 
second summation using the induction hypothesis. There are exactly (‘:‘) terms 
which correspond to m-1 E(C)1 =s+ 1 -r, thus their contribution is 
(_,),+l-r(,;i) xl and r varies from 1 to s. We, therefore, add (- l),+ ‘xl on both sides 
of the above equation. Then all the terms on the left-hand side except those in the first 
summation vanish and we get the required result. 
Theorem 7.3. Conjecture 2 implies ERC. 
Proof. This is proved using Theorem 7.2 as follows. Let 6 denote the minimum degree 
in the graph G. Consider two adjacent vertices u and v in the graph such that the 
degree of u is 6 and degree of v is maximum possible. Let E be the set of edges adjacent 
to v and F be its strong replacing edge set such that [L(E)] = [L(F)]. (Such a set 
should exist if the graph is not edge reconstructible and if Conjecture 2 is true,) In 
G-E, the degree of u is 6 - 1 and the degree of v is 0. Let us first assume that ) E I > 3. 
Thus the edges of F should also share a vertex, say w. Now (w, u) and (w, v) should be in 
F, as there are no isolated vertices and the minimum degree is 6. Also in G-E + F, 
degree of v is 1. Thus 6 = 1. As the degree of w in G is greater than 0 and E and F are 
disjoint,' the degree of w in G-E + F is greater than that of v in G. This is a contradic- 
tion because we had chosen a vertex v of maximum possible degree, adjacent to 
a vertex of minimum degree. If I E) = 3 then L(E) is a triangle, therefore, the edges in 
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F form a triangle or a Kr, s. If they form a triangle then F will contain the edge (u, u), 
otherwise a similar explanation as that for 1 E I> 3 gives a contradiction. This proves 
the theorem. 
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